A new genre of intellectuals has newly arisen in Turkey. They are coming from Islamic backgrounds. They are different from both modernizing elites of State and traditional Ulema of Islam. The most distinctive feature of them is that they are self-confident towards western philosophy and intellectuals, while being pudent towards people. In this article both defining features of new Islamic Intellectuals by comparision and contrast to state intellectuals and ulema.
Introduction
In the post 1980 era in all spheres of life Turkey has undergone so big changes and transformations that some intellectuals used the phrases like "silent revolution" (Yavuz, 2003:1-8) , "emergence of a new Turkey" (Yavuz, 2007: 1-20 Therefore, these elites had a Jacobin mentality. They were outside and above the society as they were supporting an idea "for people and against people" by presenting themselves as the emancipators of the people and the nation. They were different from the society with their way of life including their dressing styles.
In this regard, their main goal was to marginalize the religion and the tradition and to exalt the secularist modern identity and way of life without criticizing the west. In order words, they were criticizing the tradition but praising the West. I think that they were looking at the society from an orientalist perspective. I also think that it would be appropriate to call these intellectuals as native orientalists.
Moreover, they were not producing the knowledge for themselves but for a project which made these elites a higher status group in society. That is why; most of these elites were part of the state bureaucracy working as teachers and professors.
I think that the early intellectuals of the Turkish republic were more of "organic 
III. First Generation Muslim

Intellectuals (Ulema):
While the early republic was pushing for its reforms with the help of its intellectuals, there were also resisting and challenging groups including major 
